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Follow the leader
What do the world’s best-performing CEOs have in common? They all know how to allocate 

capital efficiently. Beyond that, they share surprisingly little, discovers Jackie Cameron

t is hard to imagine there are any other CEOs as closely 

followed in the global business world as Warren Buffett. 

Also known as the Sage of Omaha, this octogenarian 

has consistently delivered double-digit returns through 

New York Stock Exchange-listed multinational holding 

company Berkshire Hathaway for not far off 50 years. 

That’s a formidable record, not least of all when you consider  

the many factors that can influence investment returns and 

business success.

The world has changed dramatically since Buffett first got  

to work building the Berkshire Hathaway empire, and there have 

been many market shocks along the way. Yet, the super-wealthy 

CEO, who has never swapped his ordinary suburban home for  

a mansion and has always driven a relatively modest car for a 

multibillionaire, has kept a stable hand on the tiller through 

stock-market bubbles and the global financial crisis.

Buffett has the status of a rock star in the investment world, 

but he doesn’t employ an army of marketing professionals to 

work on his image. Quite the contrary. 

He aims to keep out of the limelight while he gets on with 

running his business. Buffett seldom grants media interviews  

and – much to the disappointment of stock-market investors 

looking for portfolio tips – he doesn’t comment on what he is 

buying or selling. 
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THIS IS PRECISELY WHAT LEADERSHIP 

EXCELLENCE IS ABOUT: CUTTING YOUR 

OWN PATH AND STANDING OUT AS 

SOMEONE WHO HAS THEIR OWN STYLE

There is one exception each year to his rule on not showing his 

hand – and that is when he reports back to Berkshire Hathaway 

shareholders. Then, he embraces his public persona with panache. 

Instead of presiding over a boring meeting in a conference room, 

this CEO dazzles his followers with his wit and wisdom. 

Many investors purchase Berkshire Hathaway shares just for 

the chance to attend this event. The A-shares, which give voting 

rights, trade at around $190 000 (R2 million) for one share; many 

people opt for the B-shares, which are a more manageable $125 

(less than R1 500). 

This year, about 40 000 people made the journey to the event 

at a basketball stadium in Omaha, Nebraska. Among the pilgrims 

each time are dozens of South African devotees, including CEOs 

of companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and 

managers of investment funds (such as unit trusts), all of whom 

are hoping to draw inspiration. Many drink Cherry Coke – Buffett’s 

beverage of choice – and queue to eat at Gorat’s steakhouse – 

Buffett’s favourite restaurant – as part of the experience of trying 

to get under the tycoon’s skin.

The aura of mystery mixed with eccentricity only attracts more 

attention to the Berkshire Hathaway CEO. Although many have 

made a study of him, and have scoured the Berkshire Hathaway 

annual reports for clues, there doesn’t seem to be a Buffett clone 

out there. He is unique. 

For Dale Williams, a Cape 

Town-based executive coach, 

who works with some of the 

country’s top business leaders, 

this is precisely what leadership 

excellence is about: cutting 

your own path and standing 

out as someone who has their 

own style. 

Williams says, ‘Leadership  

is a very personal thing. I think 

too many people are looking 

for the next autobiography  

or seven steps to leadership 

success.’ What worked for 

‘successful autocrat’ Steve 

Jobs, the late founder of 

Apple, who’s often hailed as 

one of the modern business 

greats, would not necessarily 

be appropriate for someone 

else, he points out. 

Patrice Rassou, the head of 

equities at Sanlam Investment 

Management agrees on this 

point. ‘Great CEOs tend to be 

innovative. They don’t follow 

copy-cat strategies.’

Nevertheless, there are  

some stand-out attributes  

that are generally required in 

order to operate a successful 

business in this competitive, 

globalised and rapidly evolving 

economy. As Sasha Naryshkine, 

stock-market analyst at broker 

Vestact, observes, the position 

of CEO is a demanding and 

complex one. 

‘Dealing with a crisis usually 

brings out the strong leader; 

being able to take the punches 

as well as the praise,’ he says.

JPMorgan Chase & Co CEO 

Jamie Dimon, whose company 

faced a battering after a rogue 

trader cost it billions of dollars, 

is a prime example, according 

to Naryshkine, of a business 

leader who showed his mettle 

in a difficult situation.

Courage and resilience are 

also on Michal Leon’s list of 

essential characteristics to be 

found among the global CEO 

greats. Leon, an executive and 

leadership coach at Cape Town’s 

TML Coaching & Consulting, 

points out, ‘Leadership requires 

taking a stand, often unpopular 

or risky.’ 

It necessitates being tough, 

but still sufficiently emotionally 

sensitive to the impact of your 

decisions on others and the fact 

that others may feel threatened 

or anxious, says Leon.

A great example of this is 

Meg Whitman, the former CEO 

of internet giant eBay and now 

of HP – which she is trying to 

Leaders need to 
acknowledge those  

who came before them and 
helped shape the enterprise 
– it’s not all their own doing. 

– Jamie Dimon,
CEO of JPMorgan  

Chase & Co

I try to buy stock in businesses that  
are so wonderful an idiot can run them. 

Because, sooner or later, one will.
– Warren Buffet,

CEO of Berkshire Hathaway
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SA CEOs with star quality
Jannie Mouton PSG Group founder and  

former CEO, Mouton, referred to by some as Boere 
Buffett and by others as the Richard Branson of 

Stellenbosch, has made the pilgrimage to Omaha to 
hear Buffett speak. After being fired from his job as 
CEO of a stockbrokerage, he picked himself up and 
built highly profitable organisations, which include 
 the listed Capitec Bank and Curro (in the private 
education sector). He is now chairman of PSG.
Nicky Newton-King One of the few high-profile 

female CEOs in South Africa, she runs the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) – Africa’s 

largest, most liquid securities exchange. The JSE  
is also a publicly listed company. Dr Vuyo Mahlati,  

head of the South African chapter of the International 
Women’s Forum, an organisation for women leaders, 

puts Newton-King in that category of CEOs who  
display ‘non-conventional approaches’ to ensuring 

shareholder returns.
Stephen Saad Group CEO of Aspen Pharmacare, 

Saad was recently awarded an honorary doctorate in 
commerce from the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 

University. He thinks like a manager and a shareholder, 
says Vestact’s Sasha Naryshkine of the CEO who built 
up this highly profitable JSE-listed generic-medicine 
provider from scratch. It is the largest pharmaceutical 

manufacturer in Africa.
Phuthuma Nhleko The former CEO and now 

chairperson of MTN has led this JSE-listed company 
to such great heights it is becoming a favourite in 
international portfolios. MTN now generates more 

revenue from beyond South Africa than within it and 
is seen as a way to invest in the African growth story.

There are two kinds  
of companies: those  

that work to try to charge 
more and those that work  

to charge less. One will  
be second.
– Jeff Bezos, 

CEO of Amazon
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A business leader has to 
keep their organisation 
focused on the mission. 

– Meg Whitman,
CEO of HP

turn around. According to 

Leon, ‘She is persistent, a very 

straight speaker, even blunt. 

She likes challenges and says 

“problems are good, as long  

as you solve them quickly”.’

Leon says the top CEOs  

are evidently forward-thinking. 

‘They can see possibilities and 

options, even when others don’t, 

and have the ability to plan for 

the future. They are both good 

strategists and tacticians.’ These 

CEOs are people such as the 

‘legendary Jeff Bezos’, CEO of 

global success story Amazon.

A knack for team building 

and the ability to achieve goals 

through others are also vital, 

especially in times of ambiguity, 

says Leon. ‘Strong CEOs are 

comfortable with – and actively 

seek out – intelligent, talented 

people. They aren’t intimidated 

by them. This means they have 

a good dose of self-confidence. 

They aren’t overconfident, just 

healthy and balanced,’ she says.

That description sounds a 

lot like Buffett, whose annual 

reports are peppered with 

glowing praise for the clever 

CEOs who run the businesses 

in which Berkshire Hathaway  

is invested. As he has said:  

‘It is hard to overemphasise  

the importance of who is  

CEO of a company.’  

Buffett went as far as  

saying (in his 2005 annual 

letter to shareholders) that  

the quality of a company’s 

CEO is the ‘most fundamental 

of yardsticks’ when assessing 

its true investment potential. 

Surprisingly, this is the one 

aspect of an investment 

possibility so many of his 

followers overlook. 


